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Languages in the class (59 responses)

● Indo-European: English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Russian
● Japanese
● Korean
● Austroasiatic: Vietnamese
● Sino-Tibetan: Mandarin, Cantonese
● ASL
● Austronesian: Tagalog
● Semitic: Arabic, Hebrew



Variation
●Variation in phonology refers to different ways of pronouncing the 

same phoneme or the same lexical item or string of words.

●Free Variation is when a single phoneme has more than one 
allophone in the same context 

●Variation is conditioned by speech style – casual vs. formal; standard 
vs. non-standard dialect; slow vs. rapid speech (and these are a 
continuum) 

– so it’s not really ‘free’, but determined by sociolinguistic factors



Muher

Steps
1. Look for minimal pairs. If there are none, proceed to 2
2. How do the sounds differ from each other? 
3. List environments
4. Generalize the environments
5. Determine the allophone that represents the 

phoneme
6. Write a phonological rule



Free variation rule
You still need to provide a phonological rule to account for the free 
variation
Label the rule as (optional), or, if you know the sociolinguistic 
context, you can use that: ex. (in fast speech)

Muher:
/k’/ → [ʔ] / V__   (optional)



Contrastive distribution

‘Lionfish’

‘Evergreen’



Free variation distribution

‘Lionfish’

‘Lionfish’



Three distributions
●Contrastive distribution – allophones of different phonemes 

occur in the same environment and correspond to a difference in 
meaning

●Free variation distribution – allophones of a single phoneme 
occur in same environment; do not cause a change in meaning

●Complementary distribution – allophones of a single phoneme 
occur in different, complementary distribution; do not cause a 
change in meaning



Neutralization
●Phonemic contrast can be neutralized in some contexts.

 
●Two sounds can contrast in one environment, but may not 

contrast in another

●Also referred to as ‘Contextually Limited Contrast’



Neutralization
●American English has a contrast 

between [ɪ] and [ɛ]:

[pɪt] ‘pit’ [pɛt] ‘pet’
[bɪg] ‘big’ [bɛg] ‘beg’

● For some speakers, this contrast is 
neutralized before nasals:

[pɪñ] ‘pen’       vs. [pɛñ]  ‘pen’
→ [pɪñ] ‘pen’ or ‘pin’



Neutralization
Phonological rule:

/ɛ/ → [ɪ] / ___ nasal C

Before nasals Elsewhere
/ɛ/ /ɪ/ /ɛ/ /ɪ/
    

[ɪ] [ɛ] [ɪ]

(note: the nasalization is applied to all vowels before nasal, so is not noted here)



Final devoicing
Many languages show devoicing of obstruents in word-final position

Dutch has voiced-voiceless contrasts in oral stops (although no [ɡ], 
except for [ɡol] ‘goal’):

[tɑːl] ‘language’ [dɑːl] ‘decline’
[pɑl] ‘pole’ [bɑl] ‘bale’

But word-finally, only voiceless stops are found:
[bɛt] ‘bed’ [pɛt] ‘cap’
[wɛp] ‘web’ [klɛp] ‘cover’



Final devoicing
But word-finally, only voiceless stops are found:

[bɛt] ‘bed’ [pɛt] ‘cap’
[wɛp] ‘web’ [klɛp] ‘cover’

The true nature of the final consonant can be seen when a suffix is added:

[bɛdən] ‘beds’ [pɛtən] ‘caps’
[wɛbən] ‘webs’ [klɛpən] ‘covers’

   data from Kerkhoff (2007)



Final devoicing
Phonological rule:

oral voiced stops → voiceless / ___ # 

Word finally Elsewhere
/b/ /p/ /b/ /p/

[p] [b] [p]



Ejaghem

Steps
1. Look for minimal pairs. If there are none, proceed to 2
2. How do the sounds differ from each other? 
3. List environments
4. Generalize the environments
5. Determine the allophone that represents the 

phoneme
6. Write a phonological rule



Neutralization
● Neutralization creates a problem for solving basic allophone/phoneme 

problems
● Why?
● Minimal pairs can be found – so therefore we correctly conclude that 

two sounds contrast
● But… we may fail to notice that they don’t contrast in all environments
● So…neutralization is usually studied within the context of morpheme 

alternations because it’s easier to notice

ex. Dutch [bɛd-ən]    ‘beds’       vs. [bɛt]         ‘bed’
      Ejaghem [a-βɛ] ‘he planted’    vs. [m-bɛ]  ‘I planted’



Neutralization
● Can also be expressed as a constraint on distribution:

* No voiceless obstruents word-finally
● Dime vowels

* No [ə] word-finally

● A constraint avoids the problem of figuring out what would happen 
to /ə/ if it ended up in a word-final position. Did it become [i] or 
another vowel or was it simply deleted? 

● Constraint-based approaches to phonology have been popular over 
the last 30 years – if you take Phonology II, you’ll learn about them



Phonological processes

●Phonological rules capture the allophone/phoneme relationship 
and the different realizations of phonemes

●How do you know what to look for in terms of conditioning 
environments? 

●Part of understanding phonology is learning about typology – 
what kinds of sound patterns are common across different 
languages



Voicing and Devoicing
● Rere g-devoicing

/ɡ/ → [k] / # __ 
● Dutch final devoicing

oral stops → voiceless / __ #
● Devoicing is common word-finally and syllable-finally
● Voicing is common following a vowel or nasal consonant
● Tendency for adjacent consonants to match for voicing → voicing assimilation
● Voicing processes tend to affect classes, such as obstruents, and are 

conditioned either by position or adjacent sounds



Tohono O’odham

Steps
1. Look for minimal pairs. If there are none, proceed to 2
2. How do the sounds differ from each other? 
3. List environments
4. Generalize the environments
5. Determine the allophone that represents the 

phoneme
6. Write a phonological rule



Palatalization

●Tohono O’odham
alveolar stops → alveopalatal affricates / ___ high vowels

●Palatalization causes dental/alveolar consonants or velar consonants 
to shift to the alveopalatal or palatal region

●Typical conditioning environment: high front vowels and glides [i j]
●Can also be conditioned by mid front vowels or high back vowels
●So the type of vowel is important



Hardening and Lenition  
(changes in manner)

Hardening – consonants become more constricted
● fricatives change to stops (ex. /β/ → [b])
● typical conditioning environment: word-initially or following nasals

Lenition – consonants become less constricted
● stops change to fricatives (labeled ‘spirantization’) or fricatives change 

to approximants/glides
● typical conditioning environment: following vowels or between vowels



Place assimilation

● A consonant acquires the place of articulation of an adjacent 
consonant

● Very common for a nasal to assimilate to the place of a 
following consonant: mb nd ŋg

● But can also happen with other consonants:
○ /t/ → [k] / ___ velar C



Vowel changes
●Vowels can be affected by surrounding consonants

○ labial consonants can cause vowels to round
○ palatal consonants can cause vowels to front
○ uvular and/or pharyngeal consonants can cause vowels to 

lower and/or back
○ voiceless consonants can cause vowels to devoice

●Vowels can be affected by other vowels
○ this can occur across intervening consonants 
○ high vowels cause raising
○ front vowels cause fronting
○   etc..



Tips

● Determine the differences between the sounds first – this will help 
you think about what might be causing it

● Look for natural classes. Rules can refer to whole classes of sounds 
such as 'voiceless obstruents' or 'high vowels’, either as the target 
of the rule or the conditioning environment



For Thursday
● Homework 1 due Thursday
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